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Executive Summary

Edunet have been delivering quality ICT products & services into Victorian
Education for over a decade. Our strength is in our quality of service and
our mission is to build and maintain long term relationships that benefit
both school and community.
We are delighted to submit this proposal that details the products,
service, and advice that Edunet can provide. I believe our real strength is
in our experience – something I really look forward to sharing with you.
Edunet is proud to be an Authorized DEECD Lenovo Supplier for
Government Schools and also a trusted advisor for many Catholic/Private
& Independent K-12 schools.
We pride ourselves on our service and continue to assist our customers
once they have received their devices. Our service centre holds stock of
all spare parts, and our after sales service is unparalleled.
Our flexibility is key and our customer service paramount. If you think it’s
possible then ask the question, we’re happy to build a custom solution
around your needs.
I’d have no hesitation in visiting to discuss further, so if you have any
questions or would like to learn more please don’t hesitate in contacting
me.

Matthew Gordon
Managing Director
Edunet Computer Services
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Benefits of Partnering with Edunet
VENDOR RELATIONSHIPS
Edunet is able to leverage its relationship as an
authorised education reseller for a number of
suppliers including Lenovo and Apple.

WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE
Edunet has years of experience supporting the
technology requirements of an educational
environment.

AFTER SALES SUPPORT
We pride ourselves on our after sales service,
supporting what we sell for the life of the
product.

SERVICE SUPPORT CENTRE
With a dedicated service support centre, our
team of service technicians are ready to assist
with any problems that arise.

FLEXIBILITY
We will develop a customised solution that will
fit your needs perfectly. We will tailor
packages, services and methods of
engagement to suit your needs. If you can
think it, we can do it.
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BYOD Ecosystem
Edunet will revolutionise your BYOD program with our custom
built portal.
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Parent Purchase Portal
Our custom built parent portal has been designed based off the feedback
provided from schools and parents. It’s user friendly interface guides the
parent from start to finish with the option for parents who are struggling
to speak to an Edunet representative through the online live chat.
Your school will be given your own custom URL and Access Code to allow
your parents to log in and purchase one of your chosen devices. Once
they select a device they choose their Warranty/Insurance/Bag and
Accessory options that you’ve selected, enter their family details and
proceed to the payment options.
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Parent Purchase Portal

Parents have the ability to check the status of their pending orders as well
as lodge Warranty/Insurance jobs directly with Edunet for when schools
are shut over the holidays.

If you would like a demo portal created for you to review, please ask your
Edunet account manager to set one up for you.
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School Admin Portal
Edunet also have a dedicated administration portal for the school to login
and manage their BYOD Program.

Summary
The first page is a summary of the portal orders broken down into sales
history, machine types, orders by year level and package options.

Filter Options for Order Summary
All orders can be filtered by date range and exported to Excel or simply
searched by Parent/Student name.
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Edunet Support Process
Lenovo Authorized Warranty Service Provider
Edunet are proud to be Lenovo’s first and longest standing 5 Star
Authorised Warranty Service Provider (AWSP)!
This allows us direct access to Lenovo genuine warranty spares and out of
warranty parts. Edunet along with Lenovo operate to a strict 3 day on first
visit Service Level Agreement (dependant on parts) on all warranty jobs.

Warranty Buffer
Edunet’s primary focus around servicing is to get a damaged device back
in front of the student as fast as humanly possible. As part of our support
and to help with student high availability, Edunet’s technicians carry
“Buffer Stock” of the commonly damaged parts to be used to immediately
fix damaged devices.
Edunet tries it’s best to keep enough buffer stock available to cover
ourselves, but naturally there is times where parts will need to be ordered
to complete the job. We encourage the school to speak with us to have a
discussion about having dedicated spare parts kept at the school to
maintain and quickly service their devices.

Service Portal
We have built our service portal around the needs of schools. Our goal in
doing this is to increase visibility and efficiency of service jobs. We strive
to provide service that strengthens our relationship with you, and to
continue to work together in partnership.
On the homepage you will see a summary of the School’s logged jobs,
with a graph of dates logged.
The job list page will allow you to go into more detail on jobs and see
updates like ETA’s and the technicians notes.
To simplify the process of finding closed jobs, you will have visibility on all
the School’s completed jobs from the last 30 days all on one page. For
jobs older than 30 days a search function has been built in to look up
previous jobs via serial or reference number.
Logging jobs has become easy with the drag and drop attachments, autofill of school details and categories for insurance, ADP and warranty all
included.
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Edunet Support Process
Disco ICT Plug-in
Disco ICT Management is a versatile tool used by system administrators
and support staff to manage equipment rollouts and the day to day
running of their network environment.
Edunet have worked closely with the Disco team to integrate seamlessly
with their fleet management system. Our plugin allows for the creation of
both warranty and non-warranty (insurance jobs) and passes all the
relevant machine details to us automatically. All details including photos
of damage are sent directly from disco, eliminating the need to double
handle data and increasing the efficiency around the warranty process
significantly.
All jobs can be queried by simply selecting the machine in Disco, with up
to the minute information being sourced directly from our servers to
ensure your team are completely up to date with a machines repair
status.
Disco ICT is available as a free download – more information can be found
by visiting http://discoict.com.au

Custom API Integration
Our custom warranty and web API’s allow you the interface directly with
our warranty & service systems. Our web services utilise standard
SOAP/XML protocols. Access to our service API’s is free of charge for
Edunet (and Lenovo) customers. An API key can be obtained by emailing
service@edunet.com.au
The following methods are available:
-

Write Service Job (Create a new warranty service job)

-

Write Repair Job (Create a new non-warranty service job)

-

Query Service Job (Read details on warranty job status)

-

Query Repair Job (Read details on non-warranty job status)

-

Upload Attachment (Send photo/documentations to accompany
service job)

To obtain a full Software Development Kit (SDK) and API reference please
email service@edunet.com.au
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School Service Portal
Logging a Service Job
The ability to log a service job from the Admin Portal has now been
retired as we have moved to our dedicated Service Portal.
You still have the other existing
options (Public Website & Disco
ICT module) from which to log
a warranty job. I can also
confirm now that warranty jobs
will send automated emails and
text messages as they are
logged and as they progress
through our system.

https://service.edunet.com.au

Warranty and Insurance Job Logging
You can create a Warranty or Insurance service job from the tabs at the
top of the page:

Open Service Jobs and History
From the tabs at the top of the portal you can list Pending, Open and
Closed (30 Days) service jobs for the school with the ability to also search
jobs by Serial Number/Student/Reference.
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Insurance Option
Edunet partners with iBroker for all education insurance. We have found
iBroker to be an excellent affordable choice for parents and for schools.
We are authorised to repair Lenovo & HP insurance jobs with iBroker,
enabling us to ensure a quicker turnaround time so that the device is back
in the hands of the student sooner.
Unlike other insurance companies, iBroker offer a wider range of
protection as well as more claims every year for the student’s device.
iBroker will cover replacements or parts worth up to twice the value of the
machine, per year!
Example: A $1,000 laptop can claim $2,000 worth of parts/replacements
every year, for 3 years. Excess needs to be paid per claim.
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Parent Finance Options
Upfront Payment
Edunet provides two options for upfront payment through the portal.
Firstly, parents can choose to pay by VISA or Mastercard, all credit card
payments incur a 1.5% surcharge. The second option is to direct deposit
the full amount into our bank account. There is no charge for doing this.
Parents can make the transfer via their online banking or go directly to a
Bendigo Bank branch and deposit there.

Payment Plan - Zip





No Credit Cards
No Backdated Interest
12 Months Interest Free

What are the costs?
•

•
•

Once off account set up fee if the parent doesn’t already have a Zip
account. This starts at $25 for an order up to $2,000, $45 for
$3,000 and $99 up to $5,000.
$7.95 monthly account fee (only paid while there’s a balance due)
Standard credit card interest ONLY on residual amount after 12
months.

One of the main benefits of our finance option is that the parents own the
device from the moment they take possession of it.
We do not increase the cost of the purchase if the parent selects
finance!
Parents will also not be charged extra for paying the loan off before the
12-month period, and more importantly parents incur no additional
charge for selecting zipMoney instead paying by Credit Card or Bank
transfer.
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Delivery Options
Edunet offers schools with the below two delivery options for your
parents. Each order will be labelled with the both the Student and
Parent’s names and everything is packed into a single box to ensure
handout/delivery is as stress free and painless as possible.

Delivery to the School
Edunet will organise for the devices to be delivered directly to the school.
When the device is delivered, the parent will be notified of the delivery
but told to wait for the school to advise on a collection date.
There is no cost for this service.

Delivery to the Parents

Edunet has partnered with Australia
Post and can now offer a direct to
parent delivery option. The parent
will be asked to provide a preferred
delivery address and the parent will
be notified by text messages with the
consignment details for them to
track.

If an order isn’t delivered due to no one being available, the order will be
dropped off at the nearest Australia Post depot and the parent has 10
days to collect their order. Parents will receive text and email reminders
from Edunet every couple days.
If an order is returned from the depot to Edunet, we contact the parent
and arrange for an alternative delivery method. Note that if we have to
arrange another delivery there will be additional charges to the parent.
The cost for this service is $20 Ex GST.
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Plan for Deployment
Delivery Receipts
Once a delivery of BYOD devices has been delivered to the school, a
delivery receipt in pdf format will be sent directly to school’s main contact
of choice via email. The delivery receipt will provide a line by line
breakdown of every item delivered and which student/parent each line
item belongs to.
Device Imaging
Edunet can organise for the school’s customised image to be deployed
onto all the devices prior to delivery. The school is required to complete
an SOE form and provide Edunet with their custom image (uploaded to
our imaging server) before we can begin to deliver your orders (your
account manager can assist with this).
The devices are required to be tested by the school before the student
orders can be delivered, we recommend providing Edunet with your
image well in advance to ensure your student orders are delayed and any
potential issues are fixed in a timely manner.
The cost for this service is $12.00 Ex Gst.

Parent Information Nights
We would like to attend your parent nights where possible (unless there
are circumstances that prevent this), if we cannot attend in person, we
will make ourselves available online (we have found a lot of our
customers are having Parent nights by Video Conference however its
always better to have a physical presence).
As always we’ll be available on phone, email and live chat for your
parents.
We will provide detailed specification sheets and video’s for your
parents to review and understand the program before purchasing.

Demo Devices
Edunet is happy to provide demo devices to assist with all steps of the
program including imaging, parent information nights and other situations
where the need arises.
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Plan for Deployment
Co-Branded Information Spec Sheets
Edunet will provide specification and information sheets for the school to
print and distribute to parents.
All the information about the devices, our warranty/services/finance will
be provided in these spec sheets to make it easy for families to
understand our value add to their student’s device.

School Council and Committee Meetings
Edunet understand these programs rely on parent funding so we take the
setting up and ongoing management of a school’s BYOD program very
seriously. We will happily attend school council meetings and talk to
attendees about the full solution that we offer to ensure everyone is
comfortable with the program.

Delivery Cut-Off Dates
For those parents who want their device delivered by Christmas or Day 1
Term 1, we have the below order cut off dates. Edunet will still attempt to
deliver orders processed after these dates, but we can only guarantee
delivery by the below dates.
Pre Xmas Delivery (Mid/Late December)

Mid November

Day 1 Term 1 Delivery (Mid/Late January)

Mid December

Requested Delivery Dates
If your school would like a particular delivery date/s, we will provide you
with your own custom order cut off dates.
Please discuss this with your Edunet Account Manager if you’d like to have
specific delivery dates.
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EduSkins
Uniforms for BYOD Devices!

Edunet can offer Eduskins, which provide schools with the option to have
customized logo’s stuck to the lid of student devices.
The school will be required to provide Edunet with the image they wish to
have printed for the device.
Popular choices for a skin is the school’s logo to help identify student
devices and also act as a marketing tool for the school when devices are
used in public. Some schools also choose to have different designs for
their house colours!

Student Identification:
Schools will also have the ability to add the students name (or
initials/student code) to the Eduskin design. This has become popular with
schools to further aid the owner of a device should it be misplaced.
The cost for the Eduskin is $15 Ex. GST each, which is paid by the parent
at the time of ordering.
Eduskin designs will be required in an acceptable format by 31st of
October to ensure delivery can be achieved alongside the devices.
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Accessories
Bundling in Accessories
Accessories can either be marked as a mandatory or optional extra at the
time of purchase through your portal. Edunet will only add accessories
that are signed off on by the school, we won’t attempt to upsell!
Below are some popular accessories, in particular the AC Adapter for
students who are from split families and need a charger at both parents’
houses.

Accessories Portal
Unfortunately, through the year students can “misplace” their power
supplies or stylus pens. Because of this, Edunet has developed an online
accessories portal for parents to purchase and replace anything they’ve
lost throughout the year.
Edunet will deliver the parents order to the school’s front office and an
automated message will be sent to the parent advising them to collect
their order at the school.
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Apple Configuration Tool
Customer Feedback
We have been working with our customers to meet their needs and
requirements, one of the common requests we have received is for
students to have the ability to configure their Macbooks to suit their
individual needs. We are happy to announce that this feature is available
for our customers.

Apple configuration tool
Picking the correct devices for your portal can be tricky as students often
have different requirements depending on their chosen subjects as they
move through school.
Parents/Students can now build their own custom MacBook Pro or
MacBook Air choosing from the following *configuration options:
Processor

Memory

Storage

Graphics

This allows parents to buy something that’s suitable for the student’s
subject and also their budgets.

DEP Enrolment
To further assist with your student device integration we are able to DEP
enrol your devices upon request. Please contact your Edunet account
manager for further details.
*Please note not all configurations will be available on both models
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Devices Summary
The devices you select and the quantity of options you present your
parents is completely up to you. Edunet will strictly only offer your
parents models that have been signed off on by the school.

We have 2 different types of device:
Forecasted Devices:
We order in advance our most popular devices, which allows us to fulfil
parents’ orders quickly.
Forecasted models are detailed in the pages below, a forecasted model
will have a vastly improved ETA of 1-2 weeks from parents ordering.
Custom Devices:
If you wish to add a custom specification and/or model that Edunet hasn’t
listed in this proposal or hasn’t marked as a forecasted model, please let
us know and we’ll add this to your portal.
Custom models won’t be forecasted so standard lead times for
manufacturing and distribution will apply for delivery. This will be
communicated to your parents on the portal to avoid disappointment.

How to pick your devices:
Picking the correct devices for your portal can be tricky.
If you’re unsure, we recommend considering a few devices with different
specifications to cater for your students various subject needs and
budget.
*Please check with your teaching staff to determine whether or not your devices meet
their expectations and requirements.
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Lenovo ThinkPad 11e Yoga 5th Gen

Specifications (20LNS1F600):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11.6” HD (1366 x 768) AG TN Display (Touch)
360 Degree Hinge for Tablet Mode
Intel 8th Gen Celeron N4120 Processor
4GB RAM
128GB PCIe M.2 SSD
720p HD Camera + World Facing Camera
Garaged Active Pen
Intel Dual Band Wireless-AC 9260 (2x2, 802.11ac)
Windows 10 Pro National Academic
1 Year Depot Warranty

$573.68
Ex. GST

Warranty Upgrade Options:
•
•

3 Year Onsite (5WS0A23681)
3 Year Sealed Battery Addon (5WS0L01988)

$102.90
$32.55

Ex. GST
Ex. GST

Insurance Option:
•
•
•

iBroker Education Insurance - Laptop with the value of up to $900 ex including
warranty, 3 Years coverage with $75 Excess
$261.00
Ex. GST
Lenovo 3 Year ADP with $100 Excess
$99.75
Ex. GST
Lenovo 3 Year ADP+T with $100 Excess
$145.82
Ex. GST

Bag/Accessory Options:
•
•
•

•

Targus Contego 11”-12” Armoured Slim Slipcase
Targus 11”-12” TANC Hard Case
Targus 12” Vertical Rugged Slipcase
BluPeak 20k mAh Laptop Power Bank USB-C

$39.38
$58.55
$23.60
$90.00

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

GST
GST
GST
GST

* Pricing subject to change once stock runs out due to Global Constrains
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Lenovo 500w Yoga

Specifications (82J4S04U00):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11.6” HD IPS AG Multi Touch Panel
360° Hinge for Tablet Mode
Intel Core Pentium N6000 Processor
8GB RAM
265GB SSD M.2 2242 NVMe
720p HD Camera + World Facing Camera
Active Digital Pen
WiFi Intel AX201 2x2AX + BT
Windows 11 Pro National Academic
1 Year Depot Warranty

$848.00
Ex. GST

Warranty Upgrade Options:
•
•

3 Year Lenovo Education Support (5WS1C17990)
3 Year Sealed Battery Addon (5WS0T25854)

$84.00
$32.55

Ex. GST
Ex. GST

$261.00
$99.75

Ex. GST
Ex. GST

$39.38
$58.55
$23.60
$90.00

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

Insurance Options:
•
•

iBroker Education Insurance - Laptop with the value
of up to $900ex, 3 Years coverage with $75 Excess
Lenovo 3 Year ADP with $100 Excess

Bag/Accessory Options:
•
•
•

•

Targus Contego 11”-12” Armoured Slim Slipcase
Targus 11”-12” TANC Hard Case
Targus 12” Vertical Rugged Slipcase
BluPeak 20k mAh Laptop Power Bank USB-C

GST
GST
GST
GST

* Pricing will be subject to change in the new FY
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Lenovo 13w Yoga

Specifications (82S2S04T00):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13.3" WUXGA IPS AG Touch (1920 x 1200) 300nit
EduSPEC
AMD Ryzen 5 5625U
8GB DDR4 3200MHz OnBoard
256GB SSD PCIe-NVMe OPAL
Integrated FHD 1080P Camera w\Privacy Shutter
5MP World Facing Camera
WiFi 6 with BT 5.2
FingerPrint Reader
Garaged Stylus Pen
Windows 11 Pro Academic
1 Year Depot Warranty

$1,070.00
Ex. GST

Warranty Upgrade Options:
•
•

3 Year Lenovo Education Support (5WS1C17990)
3 Year Sealed Battery Addon (5WS0T25854)

$84.00
$32.55

Ex. GST
Ex. GST

Insurance Options:
•

iBroker Education Insurance - Laptop between the value of
$901ex to $1,500ex, 3 Years coverage with $125 excess $307.50

Ex. GST

Bag/Accessory Options:
•
•

•
•

Targus 13.3” Contego 2.0 Armoured Slipcase
Targus 13.3” TANC Hard Case
Targus 13”-14” Vertical Rugged Slipcase
BluPeak 20k mAh Laptop Power Bank USB-C

$42.40
$69.20
$28.31
$90.00

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

GST
GST
GST
GST

* Pricing will be subject to change in the new FY
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Lenovo ThinkPad L13 Yoga Gen 3

Specifications (21BCS01700):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13.3” WUXGA IPS ARAS Touch
360 Degree Hinge for Tablet Mode
Intel i5-1235U
16GB DDR4 3200MHz Onboard
256GB SSD PCIe-NVMe
FHD IR Camera + World Facing Camera
Garaged Active Pen
Intel Iris Xe
Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX201
Windows 11 Pro Academic
3 Year Depot Warranty

Specifications (21B6S04300)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13.3” WUXGA IPS ARAS Touch
360 Degree Hinge for Tablet Mode
Intel i7-1255U
16GB DDR4 3200MHz Onboard
512GB SSD PCIe-NVMe
FHD IR Camera + World Facing Camera
Garaged Active Pen
Intel Iris Xe
Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX201
Windows 11 Pro Academic
3 Year Depot Warranty

$1,416.00 Ex. GST

$1,746.00 Ex. GST

Warranty Upgrade Options:
•
•

3 Year Onsite (5WS0A23006)
3 Year Sealed Battery Addon (5WS0A23013)

$26.25
$32.55

Ex. GST
Ex. GST

Insurance Options:
•
•
•

iBroker Education Insurance - Laptop between the value of
$901ex to $1,500ex, 3 Years coverage with $125 excess $307.50
Lenovo 3 Year ADP with $100 Excess
$99.75
Lenovo 3 Year ADP+T with $100 Excess
$138.88

Ex. GST
Ex. GST
Ex. GST

Bag/Accessory Options:
•
•

•
•

Targus 13.3” Contego 2.0 Armoured Slipcase
Targus 13.3” TANC Hard Case
Targus 13”-14” Vertical Rugged Slipcase
BluPeak 20k mAh Laptop Power Bank USB-C

$42.40
$69.20
$28.31
$90.00

Ex.
Ex.
Ex.
Ex.

GST
GST
GST
GST

* Pricing will be subject to change in the new FY
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Apple MacBook Air 13.6”

Specifications (MLXY3X/A):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13.6” LED-backlit Display with IPS Technology
M2 8-core CPU, 8-core GPU
8GB RAM
256GB SSD
MacOS
1080p FaceTime HD Camera
802.11ax Wi-Fi 6 and Bluetooth 5.0
1 Year Warranty

$1,554.00
Ex. GST

Warranty Upgrade Option:
•

AppleCare+ for MacBook Air – 3 Years

$188.00

Ex. GST

Apple iBroker Education Insurance – 3 Years Coverage for a
MacBook up to the value of $1,500 ex, with $125 excess &
onsite repairs
$317.50

Ex. GST

Insurance Option:
•

Bag/Accessory Options:
•

•
•

Targus 14” TANC Hard Case
Targus 13”-14” Vertical Rugged Slipcase

BluPeak 19k mAh USB-C Power Bank

$62.02
$35.00
$76.20

Ex. GST
Ex. GST
Ex. GST

* Pricing Subject to Change Monthly
* Education Model - Other Specifications are Available Upon Request
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Bag/Case Options
Targus TANC Case
By absorbing shocks, bumps and drops, the
T.A.N.C.™ 5.0 doesn’t just prevent laptop screen
and other damages, it minimises the need for
laptop repair – and ensures users’ valuable time
isn’t interrupted.
T.A.N.C.’s unique combination of five layers of
padding enhances the protective shell. Rigorous
independent test over the years gives confidence
to the user that the laptop won’t be damaged if it
should fall from a desktop or be leaned on (up to
50kg).

Targus Contego Armoured Slipcase
Contego, which means “to protect” in Latin, is
built to offer protection to the student’s device
without adding weight. The slipcase comes with
carry handles and is the perfect portrait design for
school backpacks.

Targus Vertical Rugged Slipcase
Targus know kids need extra protection for your
investment in their technology. They have
engineered their bags, in partnership with IT
managers and school kids, to ensure the bags are
protective and cool enough for the playground.
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Portal Acceptance Checklist
Running a successful Parent BYOD Portal is critical. Because of this Edunet
encourages you to take your time to review/ask questions around how we
can assist with your 1:1 program at the school.
If you’re happy with the offering and decide you’d like to partner with
Edunet for your BYOD Program, we will need some information from you
in order to create the portal.
In an attempt to make this as easy as possible, below is a list of things
we will need before we’re able to turn on your parent portal:
Description

Tick Box

Email Acceptance of BYOD Portal
List of Devices wanted on Portal
List of Mandatory Items/Categories
List of Additional Options to provide to parents (if applicable)
-

Design of Eduskin (if applicable, Edunet to provide template)

-

Software Image Provided & SOE Returned (if applicable)

Confirmation of Delivery Method (Direct to School or Parent via Aust Post)
Parent Information Night Booked in (if applicable)
Primary contact email for Admin Portal Login
Primary contact email for Service Portal Login
Copy of Acceptable Use Policy/s in a Word Document file (if applicable)
Soft copy of school’s logo for front page of the portal
Preferred delivery dates specified
Preferred portal open date

Name of Person Accepting:

Signature:

Date:

Thank you for the opportunity to present this proposal!
We look forward to the opportunity of partnering with you in
2022/23!
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